Fall 2013 Calendar
Professional Development Series (PDS)
for Postdocs and Graduate Students

➢ Please note: all workshops are open to everyone,
➢ RSVP is required: https://csep.cnsi.ucsb.edu/forms/PDS/Registration.php

Getting Started: Techniques for Getting Your Writing Going
Karen Lunsford (Writing Program) – Wed, Oct 9, 12-1:30PM, Elings Hall 1601

Encouraging the Next Generation: K-12 Science Education and Outreach
Julie Bianchini (Education), Nick Economou (Chemistry Grad Student), Darby Feldwinn (Chemistry/Education), Matt Gebbie (Materials Grad Student), Wendy Ibsen (CSEP/CNSI), Sue Johnson (Education), Rush Patel (ME Grad Student), Jeff Peters (ME Grad Student) –
Tue, October 15th, 3:30-5pm, Elings Hall 1601

Intellectual Property and Start-ups (co-organized by Research Development, the office of Technology and Industry Alliances, and Corporate Programs)
Sherylle Englelander (Director Office of Technology and Industrial Alliances), George Gates (Patent attorney, Partner, Gates & Cooper), Paul Hansma (Professor Emeritus of Physics), Brent Gaylord (Former UCSB graduate student/founder/current Chief Scientific Officer of Sirigen), Sudip Chakrabarti (Vice President, Osage University Partners) -- Mon, Oct 21st, 3:30-5pm, Elings Hall 1601

Career Talk: Advice from the Inside (in partnership with Corporate Programs, Dow, GSDS and SciiX)
Lou Graziano (Director, University R&D Strategy External Technology at Dow Chemical) –
Wed, Nov 6th, 4-5PM, Elings Hall 1601

Career Talk: From Synchrotron’s to Startups a physicists journey in Silicon Valley (in partnership with TMP and GSDS)
Ron Chiarello (General Manager, Entegris) – Thur, Nov 14th, 12-1PM, Elings Hall 1601

Career Talk: From PhD to CEO via AFM, the Alphabet Soup of Possibilities (in partnership with GSDS)
Jason Cleveland (co-founder and CEO Asylum Research) – Wed, Nov 20, 12-1PM, Elings Hall 1601

Career Talk: The Career-path Less Traveled – Consulting for DoD (in partnership with GSDS)
Kari Moran (Research Scientist, System Planning Corporation) -- Thr Dec 5, 4-5pm, Elings Hall 1605

Teaching through the PDP Institute for Scientists and Engineer Educators
Lisa Hunter (Director of PDP, UCSC), Hannah Kallewaard (Chemistry Grad Student), Anthony Karmis (Physics/CSEP) –
Fri, Dec 6, 12-1pm, Elings Hall 1605

Please check our website for more information on events, workshop content and schedule:
http://csep.cnsi.ucsb.edu/graduate/pds
http://csep.cnsi.ucsb.edu/postdoc/pds